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Knowing Me; Knowing You
Using Personality Trait Models to Significantly
Improve Motivation, Engagement and Learning
A practical, insightful, inspiring
and classroom focused day
designed to help you get the
very best out of all your learners
Good teachers know that success in
the classroom grows out of building
great relationships. The better your
understanding of yourself and others, the
better those relationships will be. Drawing
on his extensive work in personality traits,
profiling, psychology and from the latest
research in what makes us tick, David
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will take delegates through all they need
to know to better understand themselves
and their learners, especially those hardto-reach young people who can be the
greatest challenge. Delegates will leave
with a whole toolkit of practical strategies
to take back to their classrooms to improve
relationships, motivation, engagement
and, ultimately, achievement.
Audience: Teaching and learning,
		
leadership, careers guidance,
		
pastoral care. All phases
			

In his quietly unassuming and dryly humorous way, David
Hodgson goes about changing lives for the better. With a
background in careers education, David has built a nationwide
reputation for his ability to take complex ideas about how we
get the best out of ourselves and others and make them as
accessible to young people and teachers through books such as
The Buzz, The Little Book of Charisma, Invisible Teaching and,
most recently, The Brain Box.

